
FLI 037 TRUE GLIDE PROPELLER



Welcome to True Glide™

True Glide helps you catch waves and ride swells using the 
power of the ocean. Perfectly paired with the Pro Tail Cover 
and large efficient wing like the Flow 1100 or 1300.



Installation

1 Remove the propellor nut using the Prop Nut 
 Removal Tool (13mm socket) in an anti-clockwise 
 direction, while holding the propellor using a soft cloth.

2 Remove the current Prop Pin and replace with the 
 supplied smaller pin.



3 Insert the new Prop Pin, then position the True Glide   
 Prop onto the shaft, ensuring engagement with the Pin.

4 Seat the supplied washer into the True Glide Prop.
 Use the supplied tool to hold the True Glide Prop 
 in place whilst screwing the new Nylock Nut tightly 
 against the washer in a clockwise direction.  

 



Tips

Be sure to always use a new, unused Nylock Nut for 
every installation. 

Check True Glide is free spinning (anti-clockwise) 
and engaging (clockwise). 

Make sure the Prop nut is tight by checking the Prop 
has minimal axial play of less than 1mm.
 
Always check all screw connections when you go Fliteboarding.

Happy Fliteboarding. 

Care Instructions

After your ride, disenage the prop by safely spinning by 
hand anticlockwise. Never handle the propeller while Flitecell 
is connected.

Be sure to wash with fresh water and dry thoroughly after 
use to ensure longevity of your True Glide Prop.

We recommend to clean the bearing periodically and  
re-grease with marine grade grease to improve  
free-spinning if necessary.

Always clean the bearing, fully dry and re-grease before long 
term storage.
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Support

For detailed information, go to support.fliteboard.com

Safety

Please refer to Fliteboard user manual for full safety 
information and disclaimer. 
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